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Chapter 379

Miriam made up the formalities, and by the way packed a meal in the hospital cafeteria,
and returned to the clinic to wait with her mother outside.

Coming out of the elevator, I faintly heard a sharp, familiar voice before turning.

My heart sank, and my feet quickly stepped out. After turning the corner, I saw Mother
Shao who was arrogant. She pointed at Mother Lu’s nose and yelled, “You Lu family are
really capable. You stay away for a year to keep me away. Grandson, as a result, the
child made you toss to the hospital. What is your heart for the Lu Family!”

Shao’s mother is exquisitely dressed, and even her hair has been carefully taken care of.
The bun is pulled behind her ears, which is quite expensive. She stretched out to point
to Lu’s mother with a valuable jade bracelet and precious stones on her hand.
Compared with the ring, Lu Mu, who wore a gray plain coat, not only looked mediocre,
but also looked old and decadent.

Mother Lu’s eyes were shining, and she retorted for a long while, “That’s the grandson
of our Lu family. I don’t care who hurts. I don’t need you to point fingers here. It’s just
because of the nasty things you did to Miriam. Say this is the grandson of your Shao
family?”

“Why not?” Mother Shao snorted disdainfully, her hands wrapped around her chest and
staring at the woman in front of her, “Unless you ask Miriam to issue a hospital
certificate now to prove that these two children are not related to us Bryan.”

Miriam forbeared for a moment, and finally couldn’t hold back, and hurried forward,
throwing out the packaged food before Shao’s mother continued.

Unbiased, it happened to hit Mother Shao’s feet, and the thick soup came out and
splashed on the hem of her light gray skirt.

Miriam’s mouth was filled with an extremely cold smile, and she walked over to Shao’s
mother, staring down at her, and she was shocked to step back and warn: “Miriam, what
do you want to do? This is the hospital… …”

Miriam snorted when she heard the words, and the corners of her mouth curled up with
ridicule, “I tell you very clearly that the child belongs to Bryan, and I can provide the
hospital’s parent-child certificate, but I am sorry, even if the child is of your Shao family’s
blood, you are still Don’t want to touch them at all. If you have any complaints, we can
go to court. Miriam, I, will accompany you to the end and guarantee that you won’t see
your grandchildren when you close your eyes.”

Miriam had never said such ruthless words in front of Shao’s mother.



Unexpectedly, she choked back with such words, Shao Mu’s face changed again and
again, and she was finally defeated in the boundless shock and anger. She fingered
Miriam’s nose and said angrily: “Okay, Miriam, You are threatening me…”

“Sorry, I don’t have that spare time.” Miriam smiled contemptuously, and looked her up
and down. The verbal mockery pushed Shao’s anger to the limit.

“The two children were born prematurely and have weak physique. My mother has been
taking care of her with all her heart for more than a year. What kind of caress do you, an
outsider do, and you have the face to point your fingers here. I think you are an elder this
time. Don’t pursue it, if there is another time, I promise not to save you face.”

“You…” Shao’s mother trembled with anger. She wondered if Miriam lived with guns this
year. The soaring combat power made her a little overwhelmed, and the back of her
head almost exploded with anger.

Seeing that she was speechless, Miriam was somewhat concerned about her identity as
Bryan’s mother, so she didn’t think of too much love for war, and silently glanced at the
staircase at the end of the corridor, “Don’t hide, come out.”

Jing waited for a while, but did not wait for the expected movement. The contempt in
Miriam’s eyes meant even more. Turning to face Mother Shao, “From Sophia to Qi Yun,
to this one, you are looking for the Shao family. The daughter-in-law finds it diligently.
Instead of thinking about the two you can’t get, it’s better to be realistic. Consider how to
get Bryan to accept your arrangement and add a son and a half to your Shao family.
This wish of being a grandmother will also work. That’s it.”

After she said this, the figure of the woman in the stairwell appeared. Tao Waner
habitually put her hands in the pockets of her white coat, and walked lightly to Shao
Mu’s side, staring at Miriam without changing her eyes. There was a slight tremor in the
fundus of the body.

Miriam had already made some basic judgments about this woman in Dr. Tao’s office
before. It seemed that she was just a graduate of the age, and she looked gentle and
sweet, not the kind that Shao’s mother could have seen. Family background and
temperament, I think it was Sophia and Qi Yun’s things that made her jealous, but now
she only wants to find a simple and innocent wife to be Bryan’s wife.

Miriam stared at her with a deep gaze. At this time, she suppressed the anger in her
heart that had been unprovoked by Shao’s mother, and greeted the visitor with an
indifferent expression: “You must have done a lot of homework to Bryan in private. It’s
not surprising to recognize me, but personal experience reminds you that it’s not a good
strategy to keep flattering to please you, the prospective mother-in-law in the future.”

When the words fell, her mouth curled up with a curve that seemed to be non-existent,
and she looked Tao Waner up and down, and responded with a slight nod: “But you look
better than the two before. Good luck. .”



Tao Waner was stunned by what she said, and she didn’t know what the deep meaning
of her words “good luck” was. She just stood behind Shao’s mother for fear of saying
something wrong. Say.

Shao’s mother guarded Tao Wan’er behind her, she wanted to say something more, she
heard the iron door behind her being opened, and Doctor Tao came out from the inside.
After seeing the scene in front of her, she looked dignified and glanced at her daughter
before sinking. Said: “The child is fine.”

Miriam breathed a sigh of relief silently when she heard this, and Mother Lu, who had
always looked so tight, almost couldn’t stretch herself, got up and took the doctor’s hand,
and said “thank you” several times.

Mother Shao’s face was filled with the habitual smile she had cultivated. She greeted
Doctor Tao who took off her mask, but she was ignored. The doctor only gave Tao
Wan’er a stern look, “Leave the office at work during working hours. , You wait for this
month’s notification and punishment.”

After that, he left without looking back.

Tao Waner’s expression changed abruptly after hearing this, and her footsteps chased
up, and Shao’s mother yelled “Doctor Tao” a few times behind her. She didn’t call
anyone, as if she had no intention of catching up. He turned his gaze behind Miriam.

Mother Lu had just taken the child out of the treatment room. Mother Shao craned her
neck and looked at her, showing a little loving expression on her face inadvertently.

When he was about to move forward, Miriam stopped him with one hand, “I’m sorry, we
are afraid of life.”

When Shao Mu heard the sound, the expression on her face became inaudible, and at
the same time she pretended to cough twice to hide her embarrassment. Her
expression inadvertently calmed down completely. His eyes were aimed at the powder
in Lu’s mother’s arms. melted.

When I thought that this was Bryan’s son, their own grandson of the Shao family, an
uncontrollable emotion flowed in their hearts, as if to swallow her.

“Can you… let me hug?” Mother Shao subconsciously stretched out her hand in the
direction of the child, “I just hug, no other meaning.”

Miriam’s expression was slightly stagnant, and she turned her head to look at the
mother Lu behind him. Mother Lu held her baby and moved aside like a baby, showing
her attitude with her actions.

After a long silence, Miriam took the child from her mother and passed it to Shao’s
mother, “This is because of the child’s face, and it has nothing to do with you.”



There was still indifference in her words, but at this time Mother Shao seemed to be
totally inaudible, holding the child in her arms, an emotion that had never been seen in
her heart faintly, “Boa, I am Grandma…”

An Yan actually didn’t recognize the birth. When she was hugged by Shao’s mother, her
teary face suddenly burst into laughter, and almost instantly broke the old man’s last line
of psychological defense.

Chapter 380

On the way back from Jincheng by car, Mother Lu was always depressed, because she
was angry that Miriam let Mother Shao hug the baby. All the way, she stared at the
Anyan on the baby chair. Her eyes were always reluctant to move, as if she was afraid
that someone would not pay attention. It seemed to slip away from her.

“Oh…” Miriam was driving the car intently, and suddenly heard an exclamation from
Mother Lu behind her. Her eyebrows tightened. Before she could ask anything, the old
man became furious in an instant, “You said, is she a grandmother like this?” The child
is more than one year old, and for the first time I held it in my arms. I didn’t say anything.
I cut the child’s hair secretly!”

Miriam sighed in silent relief, and at the same time a faint smile appeared at the corner
of her mouth.”She hasn’t been confident enough to confirm that the child is Bryan’s
100%. It is not surprising that she can do this kind of thing.”

Miriam was not surprised at all, and even made this calculation at the moment he
handed the child to her hand, and deliberately pushed Mother Lu for a while, just to
create a chance for her.

Mother Lu didn’t understand, her face was flushed with anger, she poured out all the
words that had been hidden in her heart.

“I said Miriam, why did you give your child to the old woman? These two children had
nothing to do with their Shao family. It would be better to make her think that the child is
not Bryan’s, so as not to worry about it endlessly. , And don’t know what scheming tricks
are playing secretly.”

Having said this, Mother Lu couldn’t help worrying again. Miriam drove the car steadily,
and her mother’s words fell into her ears without falling to the ground behind her.

“No matter how she plays tricks, as long as she confirms the identity of the children, she
won’t be willing to move them.” She said, her eyes filled with a cold breath, and then she
slowly curled her lips, “After all, it’s a grandmother. There is nothing wrong with it.”

These words were careless, but she was shocked that Lu Mu suddenly broke out in a
cold sweat, and leaned forward to Miriam, her tone a little sharper, “Miriam, I said you
don’t get confused, you will suffer from a soft heart. It can only be you.”



Miriam narrowed her eyes slightly, her expression even more gloomy, “I see, Mom, you
don’t need to worry about this.”

Miriam has eaten this lesson many times, so she will naturally not repeat her past
mistakes easily, but why did she make such a decision temporarily after seeing Tao
Waner today and push the child to Shao’s mother and calm down. Miriam herself also
had a moment of panic and anxiety.

Is it because of Bryan.

The only answer was up and down in my heart, deliberately tolerated this thought, and
then quietly ran out again inadvertently.

The next day, Miriam came down from upstairs after working overtime and saw Bryan’s
black car on the side of the road. After a moment of contemplation, he didn’t feel strange.
He stood there and waited for the door to open. After that, Bryan took a long leg. , The
stiff figure appeared.

She clenched the bag in her hand, maintaining a gentle and calm emotion on her face,
and shouted to the man from a distance of several meters: “An Yan’s body has
recovered, you don’t need to take a special trip.”

Almost into the autumn, the cold wind blowing from the side of the street engulfed the
coolness, and the people standing in the wind became more clear-headed.

Bryan stood by the car, his eyes dimmed. In the distance, most of Miriam’s figure was
shrouded in the shadow cast by the building overhead. He couldn’t see the expression
on her face, and couldn’t hear the emotion in her words.

The two stayed silent for a long time.

“I didn’t come to see the child.” After a long time, the man finally spoke, his voice hoarse
to the extreme, with a hint of unconcealable fatigue.

Bryan happened to be standing under the streetlight on the street. From Miriam’s
perspective, he felt that his whole body was dazzling, and his whole body was soaked in
light, so she could easily see the desolation and tiredness in his eyes.

She once suspected that this was Bryan’s deliberate strategy to arouse her unbearable
emotions, but what was helpless was that even if she saw it through, she still
uncontrollably fell into his plan.

After taking two steps forward, Bryan finally saw Miriam’s face slightly after he walked
out of the large shadows. It was cold and cold, without a trace of emotion or desire.

The two were separated by a distance of about two meters, and the light from the street
lamp also wrapped Miriam in. She stood there quietly, and said quietly, “Then what are
you looking for me for?”



Bryan slightly constricted the emotions in his eyes, and spoke with a decisive tone: “My
mother did a paternity test for the child and asked me to take the child back to Shao’s
house.”

“I know.” Miriam smiled contemptuously, and subconsciously put her hands around her
chest, “Did she send you to negotiate with me, as long as the child can be handed over
to the Shao family, the conditions can be set by me, and will be used by the way. That
female doctor came to bully you?”

Bryan couldn’t help being a little surprised when he heard this. After reacting, the
corners of his lips twitched slightly, and he nodded slightly, “Either take the child back or
have another one, preferably twins.”

“Then you go to give birth.” Her face collapsed slightly, and she didn’t mean to be too
entangled, turning around and walking along the sidewalk towards the parking lot.

Bryan quickly followed in his footsteps, still keeping a close distance from her, with his
hands in his pockets in a comfortable posture, “I came to tell you that I have always
been on your side, and I will do things about my mother. Properly handle it. As for the
child, if you don’t want to raise it, you can throw it to me…”

At this point, Miriam suddenly paused, turning around and her eyes were full of doubts.

When Bryan saw this, the gentle breath in his eyes was even worse, and his smile was
bright and soft and continued to add: “Of course, if you want to raise them, no one can
take them away from you.”

Miriam tilted her head slightly. At this time, the cold wind that swept over picked up her
long hair in a timely manner, and the tail of her hair curled up in the air for a while, finally
blocking the view of her eyes.

In the silence, his eyes still fell on him through the gaps in the floating hair.

There seemed to be only two of them left in the world, and in a moment there was an
illusion of ten thousand years.

“Bryan, I know.” Miriam finally stretched out her hand to pull away the messy hair, trying
her best to respond to his topic without any emotion.

“As for Tao Waner…”

He wanted to say something more, unexpectedly he wanted to be interrupted softly by
her smile, “You don’t need to explain too much to me about that woman. The problem
between us has nothing to do with her.”

“Okay.” Bryan curled his lips and smiled, swallowing all the words that had been in his
heart for a long time.



Miriam condensed her eyebrows, and turned to the direction of the parking lot, “Then I
will go back first.”

After accelerating the pace, he didn’t notice that the man was watching her back until
the figure was completely hidden in the dark sight.

Not long after Miriam drove out of the car, she faintly felt something was wrong on the
way home. After slowing down, she saw Bryan’s car following her through the rearview
mirror, keeping a short distance, and finally waited for her. Parked the car in the
underground garage of the community, the first thing after going upstairs was to open
the curtains and look downstairs.

Sure enough, he saw the familiar black car parked downstairs, the headlights were
always on, and the man was sitting in the car. From Miriam’s point of view, he couldn’t
see what he was doing, let alone guess his mood.

After dinner, he pretended to pace casually to the window sill and found that the car was
still parked downstairs.

At this time, Auntie took the trash out of the kitchen. Miriam stopped her a bit abruptly
when she saw it: “Leave the trash to me. Just take An Yan downstairs and go around.”

The aunt couldn’t help being stunned when she heard the words, turned her head and
was stunned for a while, and finally put the garbage at the door, seeing Miriam holding
An Yan and getting up while walking towards the door.

Bryan smoked a few cigarettes in the car, and was about to start the engine when he
was about to leave. He saw Miriam holding the child out of the corridor. After throwing
out the garbage, he stood in front of the car lights and teased the child for a while before
turning back again. go back.

The child is fine, hugged it twice, and giggled carefree.

It wasn’t until the figure disappeared at the entrance of the corridor for a while that Bryan
seemed to relax, his eyes gently curled his lips, and then started the engine to leave.
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